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NOTES FOR A SUN RA TLP

It’s AFTER the end of the world.
Don’t you know that yet? (1974)

Philosophy is conjecture. I'm dealing with equations.
That's different from philosophy. Philosophy is
something like religion, it's a theory. It could be
true or not true. But I'm not dealing with theories,
I'm dealing with equations. (1989)

"A Blueprint/Declaration"  (1985)

One part of an equation
Is a blueprint/declaration of the other part
Similar
Yet differentially not. . .
It is nothing
If it is all
Still there are different alls
The end is all
But all is everything
Yet if everything is all/the end
It denies the other side of the end
For some ends
Have many points leading to their respective selves
And there are/is each/their many points
Leading out from their
Respective selves

Cosmic Equation (1965)

Then another tomorrow
They never told me of
Came with the abruptness of a fiery dawn
And spoke of Cosmic Equations:
The equations of sight-similarity
The equations of sound-similarity
Subtle Living Equations



Clear only to those
Who wish to be attuned
To the vibrations of the Outer Cosmic Worlds.
Subtle living equations
of the outer-realms
Dear only to those
Who fervently wish the greater life

The Cosmic-Myth Equations of Sun Ra
Excerpts by David A. Martinellim

Sun Ra has often been asked about his name, both in terms of what it means and how he came
up with it. Most sources give Sun Ra's birth name as Herman or Sonny Blount. In one interview,
Sun Ra denies that his given name was Sonny Blount (or Sonny Lee, another name that has
been attributed to him), stating that "They be sayin' my name is Sonny Blount but that's not true.
. .I got another name, but it's a secret name" (Primack 1978: 15). In another interview, Sun Ra
states that his name "Sun Ra" was given to him by the creator. In the same interview, he
describes how he derived the name Sun Ra from his given name Herman:

You've got this name "Herman" right there, but in the French language, it's spelled "Armand". .
.If you bring it down to "Arman" and turn it backward, you've got "name Ra". . .If you turn it back,
you've got "namreh." Reh is an old name of "Ra" (Steingroot 1988: 50).

Sun Ra's great-grandfather was named Alexander, which is another source of the name "Sun
Ra":"Alexander", "Zand-Ra." See, you've got this "Ra" right there. That's the "Sun Ra" right
there, the "Zun Ra" (ibid.).

Sun Ra further says that as Herman he was named after a magician named Black Herman.
Magic is another important part of Sun Ra's equations, and will be discussed later in this
chapter.
Asked to define what his name means, Sun Ra answered "It's a name that has something to do
with cosmology, and something to do with a connection with other planets. . .continuation of
humanity and continuation of the universe" (Fiofori 1972a). A slightly different answer to this
question is given in a later interview, where he says "Sun Ra is not a person, it's a
businessname. . .and my business is changin' the planet" (Corbett 1989: 28).



SUN RA  / LE SONY'R RA  / HERMAN BLOUNT
May 22, 1914 - May 30, 1993

I did never want to be successful. I want to be the only thing I could be without anybody
stopping me in America--that is, to be a total failure. (1984)

Sun Ra and the Arkestra played a week of eleven concerts at the Detroit Jazz Center. The
shows were organized and soundboard recorded by Rick Steiger (a collaborator of John
Sinclair). On New Year's Eve the Arkestra performed nearly a hundred Sun Ra compositions in
three different sets. Remastered from the original cassette soundboard recordings by
Christopher Eddy. Limited edition of 500 copies, originally a 28 cd-r set from 2007 in an edition
of 400.

There was no question I needed to talk with Ra about coming back.  By then, I’d already been
working with my own group, (appropriately named The Sun Messengers) for two years. We
enjoyed a weekly gig at The Detroit Jazz Center, an intimate concert venue run by poet, activist
and long-time Ra associate, John Sinclair.  The Center would be the perfect spot for an
Arkestra.  Performance and plans fell into place for a concert slated only two months later. To
date, I’m not really sure how the idea for a single date evolved into the 6-day, 11-performance
residency that rocked the Detroit Jazz Center from the day after Christmas through New Year’s
Eve in 1980.

I made several phone calls to Ra’s home in Philadelphia to work out the details.  He said he
wanted it to be the greatest cultural event going on in America at that time.  We agreed it should
be a multi-media presentation, complete with his personal poetry and artwork, a slide show of
photographs and Jim Newman’s film, “Space is the Place”. There would also be lectures and
question-and-answer sessions with his fans. What I couldn’t nail him down on though was the
money.  He never seemed to want to discuss the particulars, that is until he’d been in Detroit for
several days.



I was summoned to his room so he could tell me he needed more cash.  He made a mild threat
to pull out his voodoo scepter if I didn’t give him some. With an abrupt shift in emphasis, he told
me I was handling things too much from a cultural plane and not a business one. Throughout
the whole conversation, I was amused to see “The Living Myth” sewing the band’s costumes
with a needle and thread.  The 15 member’s of Ra’s group arrived in Detroit on December 26th.
They’d made the trip from Philadelphia in a caravan of cars that included the little AMC Hornet
of percussionist, Bright Moment. --Rick Steiger

James Hammond
Strange Strings, the 1967 opus treasured by Sun Ra acolytes and free improvisors alike as jazz
at its inimitable outer limits, is the well-known sibling of Other Strange Worlds, in that they both
follow a similar methodology ordained by Sun Ra on the group – to remove the musicians from
their instrument of choice, and provide them with those of which they have no knowledge,
whether in technique, positioning or tuning. The results on both are exhilarating and testament
to the group dynamic Ra cultivated in his Manhattan apartment – a happening – the spirit of the
music unfolding within the moment. As Sun Ra saw it, the unknown was the food of survival and
knowledge ‘laughable when attributed to a human being’. These recordings show the execution
of that precept; music that was free of the knowledge that Ra saw as inhibition.

Other Strange Worlds was recorded in Ra’s apartment with a smaller ensemble than on Strange
Strings, and includes Marshall Allen and John Gilmore, two masters of the saxophone and
central contributors to the Arkestra’s sound. The instruments they and others adopted were
those Ra had collected from various curio shops – koras, mandolins, kotos, ukuleles and other
stringed anomalies to jazz tradition. The results on Other Strange Worlds are more intimate and
less abrasive than on Strange Strings, but still as singular and gloriously atonal, with a distinct
flow and inherent musicality. The title track in particular is propelled forward by instinct and
intuition and makes you wonder about Ra’s position in the equation, as everything that sounds
‘free’ in the group dynamic, was normally controlled and intentional under Ra’s direction.

The audio vérité here adds particular charm, with the occasional phone ringing in the
background and the creaking of living room chairs all adding to the feeling that this was a daily
discipline for a group who saw no difference in where they performed and recorded, as it was
‘all for the creator’.
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Scott Treleaven:  Well, I knew that Keith had a relationship with Brion Gysin and William S.
Burroughs—but I had never realized the extent of their influence until I saw the material from his
SVA days that you’d shown me. Haring had collaborated with them both, and I knew he had
looked up to them as mentors, but what struck me was the he actually followed Burroughs and
Gysin’s instructions on how to break down language, how to attack restrictive language—the
“language of control,” as they refer to it. Haring went through a whole step-by-step process that
Burroughs and Gysin had laid out in The Third Mind that’s supposed to transcend syllabic
language and create a kind of pictorial communication that could extend beyond the values of
what sanctioned, syllabic language allowed. For someone like Keith, who had such a heavy
mistrust of the politics of his era, to be able to insinuate his own agenda—whether it was about
HIV, homosexuality, poverty, youth culture, or drug use, he was able to bring all of that material
into a mainstream forum in a way that no one at the time had been able to do—it was a
completely marginal, forbidden discourse, but he brought it into the mainstream. He did exactly
what Burroughs and Gysin said you would be able to do if you followed their process. You would
become a “hieroglyphic scribe,” transcending socio-cultural boundaries. Essentially, Haring
demonstrated that Burroughs and Gysin were not just making up a bunch of Dadaist
party-tricks. They made rules that actually produced real results. It’s basically a confirmation that
“magic,” at least as Burroughs considered it, really does exist in art, and that his and Gysin’s
view of reality turns out to be pretty close to the way things actually are.
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Events:
4th Annual Anti-Nationalism Day Celebration
@ Olchar's
July 4, 2014

Anti-Business Lounge
Katastrof Mansion
July 23, 2014

Anti-Business Lounge
Katastrof Mansion



July 30, 2014

Anti-Business Lounge
Katastrof Mansion
August 6, 2014

Matt's & Tiff's Bye Bye Party
Matt Ames house
August 9, 2014
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